
Study programme: Security studies 

Course title:  Security management 

Lecturer: Vilmoš Tot /Leonas Tolvaišis  

Course status: Required 

ECTS: 5 

Requirement: / 

Course aims 

Acquiring knowledge, skills and habits that enable understanding of the essence and content of security management, for the 

successful realization of its role and function in the security system; getting acquainted with theoretical achievements, legal bases 

and practice of implementing security management. 

Course outcomes 

Students should gain knowledge of security management, need to observed the similarities and differences in the management of 

the security system and other legal entities of the state executive with respect to management in the economy and the third (non-

governmental) sector. 

Course content 

Theory classes - Introduction to the subject; Security Management as a teaching discipline in development; Security 

management within organizational sciences and security sciences and its relationship with other teaching-scientific disciplines; 

Basic theories about management and the possibilities of their application in security management; Factors, concepts and 

principles that influence and underpin the functioning and organization of security management; Realizing the role of security 

management; Exercise security management process with a focus on tasks, actions and operations of security forces. 

Practice classes - Constituents of security management as a teaching-scientific discipline; The relationship of security 

management, science of management and security science; Elements of security management in relation to theoretical approaches 

to management and security; Security Management within the National Security System; Security management within 

conventional, non-conventional and supplementary actors (security) actors; General and special conditional factors and principles 

(principles) of security management; Roles (competencies) of security management. 

Literature   
1. Karovic, S.: Krizni menadžment, udžbenik,  Medija centar  ''ODBRANA'', Beograd, 2013. 

2. Talijan, M.: Bezbednosni menadžment u suprotstavljanju i borbi protiv terortizma (monografija), Vojna akademija, Beograd, 

2010.    

3. Karovic, S.: Komandovanje i rukovođenje, udžbenik, Medija centar ''ODBRANA'', Beograd, 2017. 

4. Charles Sennewald Curtis Baillie: Effective Security Management 6th Edition, Elsevier, 2015. 

Number of active teaching classes: 7 Theory classes: 4 Practice classes: 3 

Teaching methods: 

Teaching is conducted through theory and practice classes. Pracitce classes are auditory and practical, and they solve tasks from 

individual chapters, provide additional explanations and examples to elaborate specific areas of the lectures. During the realization 

of the course, the student is obliged to do the planned practices. Knowledge assessment takes place through two mid-term tests. 

The condition for the final exam is that the student passes both mid-term tests and successfully realizes practical classes. The final 

exam consists of an oral exam. 

Knowledge assessment (max 100 points) 

Pre-exam tasks Points Final exam Points 

In-class activity  written exam  

Practice classes 10 oral exam 30 

Mid-term tests 60 ..........  

Seminar papers    

The above listed knowledge assessment means are just a few among different options (written exam, oral exam, project 

presentation, seminar papers etc) 

*Maximum one page A4 in length 

 


